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AMENDED IN COMMITTEE
1/24/2018

Ot>.JINANCE NO.

[Health Code - Banning Sale and Manufacture of Animal Fur Products]

2
3

Ordinance amending the Health Code to ban the sale and manufacture in San Francisco

4

of animal fur products.

5
6
7

8

NOTE:

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times }le,p Roman font.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

9

10

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

11
12
13

Section 1. The Health Code is hereby amended by adding Article 1D, entitled "Animal
Fur Products," consisting of Sections 1D.1 through 1D.8, to read as follows:

14

15
16
17
18

ARTICLE JD: ANIMAL FUR PRODUCTS
SEC. JD.I. TITLE.
This Article 1D may be known as the "Animal Fur Products Ordinance. "

SEC. JD.2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.
(a) Historically. animals were hunted or trapped for food. and their pelts were used to

19

provide protective clothing. Over time. civilizations and technology have developed such that

20

fur is less of a necessity and more of a luxurv. Fur garments are now typically designed for

21

fashion rather than warmth. Further. more animals are now killed to make decorative fur trim

22

than to manufacture full fur garments.

23
24

(b) More than 50 million animals are violently killed for their fur every year. Major
producers of fur include the United States. Canada. and Scandinavian countries.

25
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(c) More than 85% of pelts in the world's fur trade come from fur farms. The remaining

2

15% are from animals caught in the wild. Animals that are bred on fur farms commonly

3

include mink. fox. marten. and chinchilla.

4

(d) The majority of pelts produced annually are mink. In 2013. approximately 275 mink

5

farms in 23 states across the United States produced about 3 million pelts. with an aggregate

6

value of over $300 million. As of 2015, mink pelt production in the United States totaled 3.76

7

million pelts. Mink pelt production in the United States saw a sham increase between 2011

8

and 2014. but has since remained stable.

9

P·, vast majority about 85%

1O
11

of fur fashion products are made \Nith pelts sourced from

animal fur factory farms.
(b) Animals raised on such fur farms typically spend their lives in cramped cages, and

12

are subject to cruel and filthy living conditions. Methods frequently used on fur farms to kill

13

livestock for their pelts include gassing, electrocution, poison, and neck breaking.

14

(e) Fur farming can be damaging to the environment and contributes to water and air

15

pollution. Fur processing often involves use of harmful chemicals including chromium and

16

formaldehyde.

17

(d}!f1= Fur farming also consumes significant quantities of energy. The amount of energy

18

required to produce a coat made of real fur from ranch-raised animal skins is over 15 times that

19

needed to produce a fake fur garment. For each kilogram of.factory-farmed mink fur, 110 kilograms of

20

carbon dioxide is produced.

21

(g) Existing laws require relatively little oversight of the fur farming and fur trade

22

industries. Compliance with guidelines issued by the American Veterinary Medical

23

Association is not mandatory, and fur farms are not monitored by any government agency.

24
25
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(h) Federal law does forbid deceptive labeling of fur products. and requires that

2

products made with real fur be labeled as such. This allows consumers to choose whether to

3

purchase real or faux fur garments.

4

feiill

The sale o[fur products in San Francisco is inconsistent with the City's ethos of treating

5

all living beings, humans and animals alike, with kindness. In light o[the wide array o[(aux fur and

6

other alternatives for fashion and apparel, the demand for fur products does not justifj; the unnecessary

7

killing and cruel treatment of animals. Eliminating the sale o[fur products in San Francisco will

8

promote community awareness of animal welfare, bolster the City's stance against animal cruelty, and,

9

in turn. foster a more humane environment in San Francisco.

10

SEC. lD.3. DEFINITIONS.

11

"Director" means the Director of the Department of Public Health or his or her designee.

12

"Fur" means any animal skin or part thereof with hair. fleece, or fur fibers attached thereto,

13

either in its raw or processed state. "Fur" does not include such skins or parts thereof as are to be

14

converted into leather, which in processing will have the hair, fleece, or fur fiber completely removed;

15

cowhide with hair attached thereto; or lambskin or sheepskin with fleece attached thereto.

16

"Fur Product" means any article of clothing or covering for any part ofthe body, or any

17

fashion accessory, including but not limited to handbags, shoes, slippers. hats, earmuffs, scarves,

18

shawls, gloves. jewelry, and keychains, that is made in whole or in part ofFur. "Fur Product" does

19

not include dog or cat fur products.

20
21
22

"Non-profit Organization" means any entity organized under 26 US.C. Section 501 (c)(3) for
charitable, religious, philanthropic, educational, or similar purposes.
"Used Fur Product" means a Fur Product that a person has acquired for his or her own use

23

and worn.

24

SEC. lD.4. PROHIBITING THE SALE OF FUR PRODUCTS.

25
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1

(a) Beginning July 1, 2018Januarv 1. 2019, it shall be unlawful to sell, offer for sale, display

2

for sale, trade, give, donate, or otherwise distribute a Fur Product bv anv means in San Francisco.

3

{QLBeginning January 1. 2019. it shall be unlawful to manufacture a Fur Product in

4

San Francisco.

5

6

(c)

The prohibition in subsection (a) shall not apply to the sale, offer for sale, display for sale,

trade, gift, donation, or other distribution of

7

{lLFur Products by a Non profit Organization; or

8

fd+-Used Fur Products by a person not normally in the business ofselling fur products,

9

Non-profit Organization, or second-hand store, including a pawn shop; or
~ill

10

Fur Products made from furbearing mammals and nongame mammals lawfully

11

taken under the authority of a trapping license, pursuant to California Fish and Game Code Section

12

3039@).

13

(d) The prohibition in subsection (b) shall not apply to the manufacture of any Fur

14

Product using Fur sourced exclusively from Used Fur Products.

15

SEC. JD.5. IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT.

16
17

(a) The Director may issue rules, regulations, and guidelines necessary or appropriate for the
implementation and enforcement o(this Article ID.

18

(Q) Violations of this Article ID or of any rule or regulation issued under this Article shall be

19

punishable by administrative fines imposed pursuant to administrative citations. Administrative Code

20

Chapter I 00 "Procedures Governing the Imposition ofAdministrative Fines, " as amended from time to

21

time, is hereby incorporated and shall govern the issuance and enforcement ofadministrative citations,

22

and collection and review of administrative fines, to enforce this Article and any rule or regulation

23

adopted pursuant to this Article, with the following qualifications and exceptions for purposes of this

24

Article:

25
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4
5

(I)

The duties assigned to the Controller by Sections I 00.1 - I 00.15 of

Administrative Code Chapter I 00 shall be assumed and performed by the Director,·

(2)

Each Fur Product that does not comply with Section ID. 4, on each day a

violation is committed or permitted to continue, shall constitute a separate violation of this Article ID;
(3)

A person who receives an administrative citation from the Director shall have 24

6

hours, or such greater time as deemed reasonable under the circumstances by the Director or an

7

employee designated by the Director, to correct or otherwise remedy the violation prior to the

8

imposition of administrative fines;

9

(4)

The fine for any violation issued pursuant to this Article shall be paid to the

10

Treasurer of the City and County ofSan Francisco and credited to the Public Health Environmental

11

Health Code Compliance Fund, authorized byAdministrative Code Section 10.100-193;

12

(5)

The amount ofthe fine for violation of this Article ID or ofany rule or regulation

13

issued under this Article shall be up to $500 for a first violation; up to $750 for a second violation

14

within one year of the date o[the first violation: and up to $1, 000 for each additional violation within

15

one year of the date of a second or subsequent violation:

16

(6)

The Director may recover any costs and fees, including but not limited to

17

attorneys' fees, for enforcement initiated through this Article ID.

18

SEC. JD.6. UNDERTAKING FOR THE GENERAL WELFARE.

19

In enacting and implementing this Article ID, the City is assuming an undertaking only to

20

promote the general welfare. It is not assuming, nor is it imposing on its officers and employees. an

21

obligation for breach ofwhich it is liable in money damages to any person who claims that such breach

22

proximately caused injury.

23

SEC. JD. 7. NO CONFLICT WITH FEDERAL OR STATE LAW.

24
25

This Article ID is intended to be a lawful exercise of the City's police power, and shall be
construed so as not to conflict with State or federal law. Nothing in this Article shall authorize any
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1

·I
J

City agency or department to impose any duties or obligations in conflict with limitations on the City's

2

authority established bv State or federal law at the time such agency or departmental action is taken.

3

The City shall suspend enforcement of this Article if and only to the extent that enforcement would

4

conflict with a preemptive State or federal law.

5

SEC. JD. 8. SEVERABILITY.
Jfanv section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Article JD, or any

6
7

application thereo[to any person or circumstance, is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a

8

decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity ofthe remaining

9

portions or applications of the Article. The Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would have

10

1

passed this ordinance and each and every section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, and word not

11

declared invalid or unconstitutional without regard to whether any other portion of this Article or

12

application thereof would be subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutional.

13
Section 2. Effective and Operative Dates. This ordinance shall become effective 30

14

15

days after enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor

16

returns the ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it,

17

or the Board of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. However, as stated

18

in Health Code Section 1D.4, the prohibitiong in Section 1D.4(a) and (b) shall not become

19

operative until July 1, 2018January 1. 2019.

20
21

22

23

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney
By:

24
25

n:\Jegana\as2017\1800234\01248354.docx
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REVISED LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
(January 24, 2018-Amended in Committee)

[Health Code - Banning Sale and Manufacture of Animal Fur Products]
Ordinance amending the Health Code to ban the sale and manufacture in San
Francisco of animal fur products.

Existing Law
San Francisco law does not presently address the sale or manufacture of products made with
animal fur. California Penal Code Section 598a makes it a misdemeanor to possess, import
into the State, sell, buy, give away or accept any pelt of a dog or cat with the sole intent of
selling or giving away the pelt. California Fish and Game Code Section 3039 provides that
goods made from furbearing mammals and nongame mammals trapped lawfully under the
authority of a trapping license may be bought or sold at any time.
19 U.S. Code Section 1308 makes it unlawful to import or export any dog or cat fur product, or
to engage in interstate commerce, sell, offer to sell, trade, advertise, transport, or distribute in
interstate commerce, any dog or cat fur product, punishable via civil penalty of up to $10,000
per violation.
Amendments to Current Law
This proposal would ban the sale, display for sale, and manufacture of "fur products" in San
Francisco. For the purposes of this ordinance, "fur" would include any animal skin or part
thereof with hair, fleece or fur fibers attached thereto, either in its raw or processed state, and
exclude such skins as are to be converted into leather, which in processing shall have the
hair, fleece or fur fiber completely removed, cowhide with hair attached thereto, or lambskin or
sheepskin with fleece attached thereto. "Fur products" would include articles of clothing or
covering for the body, or any fashion accessory, including handbags, shoes, slippers, hats,
earmuffs, scarves, shawls, gloves, jewelry, keychains, and like items, that is made in whole or
in part of fur, excluding dog and cat fur products. "Used fur products" would include any fur
product a person has acquired for his or her own use and has worn.
The sales ban would not apply to certain sales of used fur products, or the sale of fur products
made from furbearing mammals and nongame mammals lawfully taken under the authority of
a trapping license, pursuant to California Fish and Game Code Section 3039, subdivision (b).
The manufacturing ban would not apply to the manufacture of fur products from fur sourced
exclusively from used fur products.
The ordinance would charge the Director of the Department of Public Health and/or his or her
designee(s) with oversight and enforcement. It would be become operative on January 1,
2019.
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Background
This legislative digest reflects amendments introduced at the Public Safety and Neighborhood
Services Committee on January 24, 2018. The ordinance was originally introduced before the
Board of Supervisors on December 12, 2017.
n:\legana\as2017\1800234\01248548.docx
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Wednesday, February 07, 2018 4:56 PM
Carroll, John (BOS)
FW: Please BAN the sale of fur in San Francisco

Categories:

171317, 2018.02.14 - PSNS

From: Christine Harris [mailto:christinelynnharris@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 7:26 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Please BAN the sale of fur in San Francisco

Hello Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for all that you do.
Please ban the sale of fur in San Francisco .

.;;:......
Kindly,
Christine Harris
Begin forwarded message:
From: Michelle from peta2 <peta2@peta2.com>
Date: February 6, 2018 at 7:02:26 PM PST
To: christinelynnharris@yahoo.com
Subject: Christine, selling fur could be BANNED in San Fran! (Warning: Graphic)
Reply-To: Michelle from peta2 <peta2@peta2.com>

Be ParL of Lhe pela2 MovernenL
1

00008

111ii....

GETITON

~ Google Play

Right now, San Francisco is considering banning the sale of fur! This would
make it the first major city in the U.S. to make this groundbreaking,
compassionate choice.

Animals exploited by the fur industry are routinely
bludgeoned, hanged, stabbed, gassed, electrocuted, and
sometimes skinned alive.

2

Your support could be the difference between countless animals being
spared horrific suffering ... or not. We need to do everything we can to make
sure that this ban is passed.
Add your name to the rapidly growing list of compassionate San Franciscans who
don't want cruelly obtained fur to be sold in the city.

Demand a Ban on Fur Sales in San Fran!
For a// animals,

MlcheUe Feinberg
Senior Advocaw Strategist

3

TEXT ul
TO
TO SIGN UP FOR MOBILE
ALERTS FROM peta2*

This e-mail was sent to: christinelynnharris@yahoo.com
Manage Your E-Mail Subscriptions I Unsubscribe From All E-Mail
Please do not respond to this e-mail. Instead, click here to contact peta2.
This e-mail was sent by peta2, 2154 W. Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026 USA.
*U.S. only: Message and data rates may apply. Periodic messaging. Text STOP to end or HELP for info. See
our full texting terms and conditions here.

n

peta2
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From:
To:

Summers. Ashley CBOS)
Carroll. John CBOS)

Subject:

For Fur Ban Packet

Date:
Attachments:

Wednesday, January 24, 2018 10:55:15 AM
20180124104601733.pdf

Hi John,
Chin Chi just missed public comment but wanted this statement to be included. Thanks!

Ashley Summers
Legislative Aide
Office of Supervisor Katy Tang
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7460
www.sfbos.org/tang

I would like to thank Supervisor Katy Tang for proposing the ordinance banning the sale of
animal fur in San Francisco. My name is Chin Chi and I'm a Chinese-American grandmother who
has lived in this city for over 30 years and I wholeheartedly support this ban!
Every year, fifty-million animals are slaughtered for their fur. About 85% of fur fashion
products are made vvith pelts sourced from animal fur factory farms, and, like other animals ir.
such farms, they live a tormented life from birth to death. The 15% wildlife caught for their fur
die agonizing deaths in steei leg-hold traps.
And, like other factory farms, fur farmjng also pollutes our land, water and air. In recent
years, the pollution has become worse because these fur pelts are no longer used just as is, but
are often further processed to make them into knitted products and dark colored furs are dyed
the color of cream or pink.
In th~ West, the popularity of wearing animal fur seems to have decreased and the increase
in the quality and quantity of fake fur has made it completely unnecessary as a way to keep
warm. Fake furs are much more comfortable and practical and can be made into any kind of
texture or color and,. very important, such production is much less harmful to the environment.
But, as pointed out by an artide in National Geographic about a year ago: in the eastern
European countries, especiaily in Russia and China, animal fur garments have become very
fashio(~.::bl2,

For the

Especietl!v fer their nev.,r!y 1·i:h rnembers.

materia~

benefit and vanity of a few of the rich, the fur industry flourishes by

inflicting terri::;ie pain on millions of our fellow living beings and in a way that aids the further
destruction o' our environment. Aithough it has never sold a lot of fur, San Francisco today is
one of biggest tourist attractions in the world and moral positions this city takes, the City of
1

Saint Francis, the Pal:rnn Saint of Animals, will resonate ioud and clear throughout the world. So
I hope we win all come together and declare: NO ANIMAL FUR IN SAN FRANCISCO! IT IS NOT
FASH;Oi'-Jp,BU:, ff lS ,~N ATROCITY!
Ch~n

Chi, QQQ119gresidio@gmaii.com (415-668-2252;

Pie.aise e,1:.press vovar support for thils Fur Ban by e-mailing Supervisor Katy
Tang ww.sfbos.org/tang,. or writing a !ette1·: Supervisor Katy Tang, c/o Ashley
Summers" legislative Aide, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlet Place, Room 244, San
Francisco, Ct.\ 94102

From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wayne Hsiung
Carroll, John CBOS); Ronen, Hillary; Sheehy. Jeff CBOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS)
Tang, Katy (BOS); Summers. Ashley (BOS)
394 letters for the fur ban from SF residents
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 11:14:2S PM

Dear Committee Members,
My name is Wayne Hsiung. I'm a lawyer, former law professor (Northwestern; I've also guest
taught courses at UC Hastings), and long-time environmental and animal rights advocate.
On behalf of the Compassionate Bay coalition, I am sending letters we've received -- 394 in
total -- from SF residents who are passionate in their support for the legislation that you'll be
considering tomorrow to protect animals. The file is too large to attach, so here is a
link (which includes both the 394 SF residents and letters from non-SF residents).
A Care2 petition (with 60k signatures) and a MoveOn petition (with lOk signatures) have also
been started in support of the ban over the past few days.
This is just a small sampling of the public support for this measure. Animal lovers across San
Francisco, and the world, are incredibly passionate about this issue and are grateful to you for
considering this vital legislation.
Don't hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions.
Best,
Wayne

Wayne Hsiung
Co-Founder
Compassionate Bay

Direct Action Everywhere Mail - Ban fur

1/22/18, 4:04 PM

Ban fur
Dorothy Frankel <dfrankel@optonline.net>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:16 PM

What a wonderful step to Ban Fur. I am in favor of this progressive ban ... so many other clothing options, it's
unnecessary the cruelty involved to get fur products.
Thank you for voting to end Fur!
Dorothy
Dorothy Frankel

Sent from my iPad

https://mail .geog Ie.com/mai l/u/8/? ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver= 2WGmG ... e%20of%20SF&sea rch=cat&th =161107f1 04 feea 9e&si m I=161107f104 f eea9e
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SUBJECT: Please support the fur ban!
Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you because I am a concerned, hopeful, resident of Berkeley, asking for your
support to ban on the sale of fur in San Fransisco.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
· where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
I strongly support the ban on fur products because animals including foxes, chinchillas,
raccoons, and even cats and dogs suffer in ways that we cannot even imagine on fur
farms and in fur-traps. There is no need for fur trim and other fur products and the
violence and pain that animals suffer is unacceptable and inexcusable. We must do the
right thing and take a stand against this needless animal cruelty.
Other progressive cities, including West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this important, just legislation. Sensitive animals just like our dogs and cats
are need us to act, and I'm grateful for your support. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Kyana Jones
2248 Dwight Way
415-542-6018
crueltyfree@berkeley.edu

January 19, 2018
SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a person very concerned about animal welfare and am requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death
or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where
they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or
shot to death.
In an age when science is showing us the sentience of animals and we are learning about their
rich and complex personal lives, it is shocking that we are still allowing them to be killed simply to
rip of their skin and use it as a fashion item. Fur is no longer needed for warmth, it is blood spilled
for human vanity.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their
fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production
of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most
vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand
against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Karin Nelson
5348 111 Ave
Edmonton, Alberta
T5WOK5
Knelson3@outlook.com

Direct Action Everywhere Mail - PLEASE SUPPORT T'

'3AN ON FUR

1/23/18, 9:13 PM

PLEASE SUPPORT THE BAN ON FUR
Deborah Hawes <deborahhawes1@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 3:25 PM

SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am requesting your support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are brutally confined, tortured, and killed, for cash and vanity.
Sincerely, Deborah Hawes

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=161255795ebd7cba&siml=161255795ebd7cba
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Direct Action Everywhere Mail - Letter to support fur

1/23/18, 9:15 PM

Letter to support fur ban
Laura Best <laura@ldermsolutions.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 8:21 PM

Hello,
Please help make the world a less cruel place by voting to ban fur sales in SF! Your participation will make the
difference between evil and justice. These animals being hurt did nothing wrong to deserve this. There are so many
other positive business and commerce opportunities that standing up for what is right will not hinder commerce on the
contrary by banning the sale of fur it will create a bigger change for a more compassionate society. PLEASE do the
right thing, don't let money and people who only have money on their mind perverse the truth that harming sentient
beings is wrong and needs to be seen that way in the world of law.
Thank you,
Laura Best
Business Owner, Entrepreneur & Local Resident

https://ma ii .goog le .com/mai l/u/8/? u i = 2&ik= 5417fd 8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... &view= pt&search =in box&th =161266661bc3797 e&si m I=161266661 bc3797e
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1/22/18, 4:01 PM

Ban Fur!!!
Tara Rabalais <grafxtara@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sat, Jan 20, 2018 at 4:07 AM

There is no reason to kill defenseless animals for their fire. Trapping them and breaking their legs making them nor
the legs off so they can escape how horribly and humane. No one needs a real Fur coat!!! The fake fire looks just as
good and doesn't kill animals.
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16113779df469b48&siml=16113779df469b48
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Direct Action Everywhere Mail - Re: Please support t'

an on fur

1/22/18, 4:07 PM

Re: Please support the ban on fur
Alana Crow <alana@ac-entlaw.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org, Alana Crow <alana@ac-entlaw.com>

Mon, Jan 22, 2018 at 3:59 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of Los Angeles, a wife, mother, entertainment
lawyer and animal rights activist, requesting your support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur
products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
FUR IS UNNECESSARY, GRATUITOUS AND CONTRIBUTES TO A GLOBAL CRUELTY ISSUE OF
THE WORST KIND. HOW CAN WE AS HUMANS HAVE PETS WE LOVE AND ADORE, AND YET
CONDEMN OTHER ANIMALS TO A LIFETIME OF HORRORS AND A TORTUOUS DEATH FOR
THE MEANINGLESS REASON OF WEARING FUR?
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... view=pt&msg=161205016d56522a&search=inbox&siml=161205016d56522a
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Support for Fur Ban
savelolitap <savelolitap@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 3:05 PM

We support your measure to ban all fur sales. We want San Francisco to have the honor of showing their compassion
and innovation by becoming the first city to ban fur sales.
Diane and Syd Marcus, G.G.

Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE smartphone
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Ban fur
Paula Purviance <paulapurviance@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 9:01 PM

I'm so proud if SF bans fur
World leaders!!
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmGQ ... 139fa157b&cat=Outside%20of%20SF&search=cat&siml=16111f1139fa157b
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Fur Ban
Yahoo Mail <peggysharp2211@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 5:18 AM

I support the ban on fur in San Francisco!
I live close by in the Monterey bay and hope that such a compassionate move will spread to all areas of California,
and San Francisco with its compassionate and progressive mindedness is the perfect place to start.
We all know that the massive suffering of animals that takes place around the globe is unnecessary and must stop so
I urge you to ban all fur sakes now!
Kindest Regards,
Peggy Sharp
3214 Playa Ct.
Marina, Ca. 93933

Sent from my iPhone

https ://ma ii .g oog le .com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik= 5417fd8f ed&jsver= 2WGm ... %20of%20S F&sea rch = cat&th =1611Sdf540ed62a 2&sim I=1611Sdf540ed 6 2a2
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Fur sale ban
Digital Galaxy <digitalgalaxy11@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sat, Jan 20, 2018at10:31 PM

Please go ahead with the bad on fur sales! There is absolutely no need for fur coats anymore, given the wide range of
synthetic jacket liners and even faux fur. The cruel industries which support fur farming have no place in a modern
world.
Thank you!!
-Nick
Sent from my Android device with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevity.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=1611769d9a59b8eO&siml=1611769d9a59b8eO
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Fur trade
Josephine O'Donovan <josephine.e.odonovan@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018at1:16 PM

Dear Sirs,
As animal activists we are very concerned that your firm is still dealing in the cruelty of the fur trade.We would strongly
urge you to discontinue this practise as it causes unnecessary suffering to defenceless animals and must stop as
soon as possible as there are now so many good alternatives.Thank you
Sent from my iPhoneYours Faithfully J Odonovan.Dip Ed

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16110480a06abcc7&siml=16110480a06abcc7
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Fur
Tim Bezy <imbezy@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 6:30 PM

Have compassion for all living things
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... 10f9e20a&cat=Outside%20of%20SF&search=cat&siml=1611167210f9e20a
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Letter
Jon Hochschartner <jonhoch3@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 12:59 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I'm hopeful San Francisco will live up to its progressive reputation and ban the sale offur.-Such a move by a city of
your size would be a historic victory, encouraging the creation of similar laws across the country.
Sincerely,
Jon Hochschartner
41 Salmon Brook Street
Granby, CT 06035
518-637-7864
JonHoch3@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=1611038007c4ece3&siml=1611038007c4ece3
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Please ban sales of fur
marshallteam@yahoo.com <marshallteam@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:00 PM

Please ban the sales of fur. Your help is greatly needed. Animals (rabbits, foxes, minx, chinchillas and more) feel
emotional and physical pain. Thank you. - a San Francisco vacationer, Lisa in Texas.

Sent from my iPhone 7

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16110707560d9eeO&siml=16110707560d9eeO
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes. are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Name:
Address:
Phone Number.
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

K, t:;.kr 'f"
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Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in smaH cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion fines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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Ban fur in SF
Maryam Kamali <maryamsoffice@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 1:52 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Given this brutality, other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans
on fur products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production
of fur. By taking this action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable
from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the
brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Maryam Kamali
2409 Dekoven Ave, Belmont CA 94002
650-353-0588
maryamsoffice@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16110691a3f71b3e&siml=16110691a3f71b3e
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Please ban the sale of fur.
cosmintas <cosmintas@dodo.com.au>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 5:26 PM

To the San Francisco Board Of Supervisors,
Please show some respect and compassion towards animals; and some leadership in business and community by
banning the sale of fur in your city.
Animals used for the fur trade live in horrendous conditions and die in terror and pain. The human race no longer
needs to wear fur for warmth and protection from the elements. Fur for clothing is now outdated and totally
unnecessary. Numerous designers are now moving away from fur in the product lines.
By supporting this legislation the city of San Francisco will be showing it cares about cruelty and violence towards
animals.
Yours sincerely,
Nigel Nichols
27 Petty street,
West Hobart, 7000
Tasmania,
Australia
Ph: 03 62347930
email: gergel@dodo.com.au

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=161112db36c8d8f3&siml=161112db36c8d8f3
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Please ban the sale of fur
Tasha Gergel <gergel@dodo.com.au>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 5:25 PM

To the San Francisco Board Of Supervisors,
Please show some respect and compassion towards animals; and some leadership in business and community by
banning the sale of fur in your city.
Animals used for the fur trade live in horrendous conditions and die in terror and pain. The human race no longer
needs to wear fur for warmth and protection from the elements. Fur for clothing is now outdated and totally
unnecessary. Numerous designers are now moving away from fur in the product lines.
By supporting this legislation the city of San Francisco will be showing it cares about cruelty and violence towards
animals.
Yours sincerely,
Tasha Gergel
27 Petty street,
West Hobart, 7000
Tasmania,
Australia
Ph: 0409 13 132
email: gergel@dodo.com.au

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=161112d3b8edccb3&siml=161112d3b8edccb3
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Please consider supporting the ban on fur
Deborah Craft <bdmcraft@comcast.net>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sat, Jan 20, 2018 at 4:08 PM

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.

[State why you support the fur ban here. Personal stories about why the issue is important to you and how it
affects you and those you care about, e.g. your dog or cat, can be especially powerful.]

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.

Respectfully,
Deborah Craft

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... 20of%20SF&search=cat&th=161160b6c2dd0990&siml=161160b6c2dd0990
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Please support the ban on fur
ll'rSSs,:?g:e

Carmen Celea <carmencelea71@yahoo.com>
To: "letters@compassionatebay.org" <letters@compassionatebay.org>

Sat, Jan 20, 2018 at 10:37 AM

Please support the ban on fur
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of
San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50
million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined
and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these
animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small
cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their
skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and
vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are
trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... e%20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16114dc1f2f747a8&siml=16114dc1f2f747a8
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bludgeoned or shot to death.
[State why you support the fur ban here. Personal stories
about why the issue is important to you and how it affects
you and those you care about, e.g. your dog or cat, can be
especially powerful.]
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and
Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci,
Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited
the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days
ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San
Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most
vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first
major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality
of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like
our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... e%20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16114dc1f2f747a8&siml=16114dc1f2f747a8
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Sincerely,
Carmen Celea
Italy, Rossano

+393349049453
carmencelea71@yahoo.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... e%20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16114dc1f2f747a8&siml=16114dc1f2f747a8
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Proposed ban on the sale of fur products
Doris Potter <dorispotter99@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:17 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to request your support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I have been concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and
cats, who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry for decades now. It is time for action!
As you may know, many animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire
lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. These animals are gassed to death or anally
and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are
separated from their young and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Given this brutality, other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans
on fur products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production
of fur. By taking this action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable
from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the
brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation.
Sincerely,
Doris Potter
990 St-Franc;ois-Xavier #605
St-Laurent, QC
H4L 5E7

https://ma ii .goog le.com/mai l/u/8/? ui = 2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver= 2WGm ... %20of%20S F&sea rch = cat&th =16110804ca b8 d 3 79&si ml =16110804ca b8d 379
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Alana Crow, Esq.

310.569.1651.
Alana@ac-entlaw.com

-------- Forwarded message -------From: Wayne Hsiung <dxe@directactioneverywhere.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 1:23 PM
Subject: Three Ways You Can Help Ban Fur in SF!
To: Alana Crow <alana@ac-entlaw.com>

DIRECT ACTION

BX( EVERYWHERE
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Hey Alana,
San Francisco is on the cusp of becoming the first major city in the world to ban the sale of fur! On
January 24th, the city of San Francisco will be considering the ban proposed by Supervisor Katy Tang,
and she has asked us to deliver as many signatures as possible to support the ban.
• Sign and share the petition to ban the sale of fur in San Francisco!
You can also send a letter of support to letters@compassionatebay.org to be delivered to the SF Board
of Supervisors, based on this template letter. And look out for a livestream on January 24th as we
gather outside of San Francisco City Hall to hold a rally and press conference! With your help showing
support, we think the iniative will be a success and San Francisco will be one step closer to being a
compassionate city for all animals.
Thanks,
Wayne Hsiung

To unsubscribe from our mailing list, click here.

Law Offices of Alana Crow
T: 310.569.1651
E: alana@ac-entlaw.com
W: www.ac-entlaw.com
S: alana.crow
This transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and
may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information is
unauthorized and prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me
immediately by telephone 310.569.1651 and return the original message to alana@ac-entlaw.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... view=pt&msg=161205016d56522a&search=inbox&siml=161205016d56522a
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San Francisco - Fur Free City?
Petra S <petra_travels@yahoo.ca>
To: "letters@compassionatebay.org" <letters@compassionatebay.org>

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 5:39 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I have heard that the city of San Francisco is considering a ban on the sale of fur. This would be
an amazing move and fantastic PR worldwide for the city of San Fran!!!
Considering that millions of innocent animals in the fur industry are kept in inhumane, disgusting
conditions (cramped cages with wire flooring, no intellectual stimulation, in isolation and often
darkness), it is time to evolve for us humans. Let San Fran be the first to take this important
step and ban the sale of fur.
Million of animals are killed per year by the fur industry in ways the average person is not aware
of (like shooting, electrocutions or slow poisoning so as not to 'damage' the fur); this is the time
to stop this barbaric trade.
Change San Francisco for the better!
With best regards,
P. Schmidt
Canada
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SF BAN
Gay Smith <stl1wes@cableone.net>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 4:01 PM

SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.
Sincerely,
Gay Smith
Sent from my iPhone
Gay Smith

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=16110df12d556ce8&siml=16110df12d556ce8
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Support the ban on fur
EDITH LOBROT <edith.lobrot@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 1:38 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Edith Lobrot

edithlobrot@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=1611aa3810b3ddc4&siml=1611aa3810b3ddc4
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Thank you for banning fur sales in San Francisco!!!
Elsie Elma <lclmaneh@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 5:46 PM

To the wonderful folks who are trying to ban the selling of fur in SF!
I wanted to send a huge Thank You for trying to ban the sale of fur in San Francisco!
This is a progressive and forward-thinking city and it would be lovely to see it go
fur free because other US cities would follow that lead.
As a member of a group of concerned citizens here in Vancouver Canada we have
Sadly we've seen a
been protesting fur for several years. Since 2008 actually.
growing number of Canada Goose coats everywhere which are doubly horrible
because of the down within the coat plus the coyote fur hoods.
If San Francisco becomes the first major US city to ban the sale of fur what an
example they would set for other US cities and Canadian cities too!
We are so
hoping this will happen soon.
We wish you the very best success in your endeavours! It's wonderful to see so
many people signing the on-line petition which shows growing awareness and public
tastes are changing toward a kinder, more compassionate, fur-free world.
I also wanted to share with you a video our group made during the 2010 Olympics
which took place in Vancouver.
We were very happy to get lots of positive public
response and we had many anti-fur and anti-seal hunt petitions that got tons of
signatures.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BAEWJYSYXE
Thank you again for all you are doing to ban fur!!

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=1611b8c10382048b&siml =1611b8c10382048b
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Thanks for Listening
Heather Brandhorst <heather.brandhorst@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 6:24 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
[State why you support the fur ban here. Personal stories about why the issue is important to you and how it affects
you and those you care about, e.g. your dog or cat, can be especially powerful.]
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.
Sincerely,
Heather Brandhorst
6550 S. Dayton St. AptB202
Centennial, CO 80111
720-202-5048
Heather.brandhorst@yahoo.com
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Please support the ban on fur
Ellie Pumpkin <elliepumpkin888@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 10:07 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned yet hopeful resident of the Bay Area, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
I believe this treatment of animals is highly unethical. It pains me to know that so many innocent
beings are subjected to this kind of cruelty on a daily basis simply as means of a fashion statement or
an extra layer of warmth. No living creature deserves to be confined, abused, and murdered as these
animals are. We would not stand this kind of treatment towards humans, so why should we stand it
towards animals? I know I wouldn't want my beloved golden-haired pup or striped tabby cats to
experience this inhumanity, nor would anyone else. We must take a stand and ban the sale of fur in
San Francisco to protect the well being of our nonhuman friends.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... c17d0055&cat=Outside%20of%20SF&search=cat&siml=161122dfc17d0055
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Sincerely,
Ellie Pumpkin
3251 Matthew Lane
(707)-845-5177
elliepumpkin888@gmail.com
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Please support the ban on fur
Tessie <chuat1242@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 4:22 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
Even furs labeled as faux furs are actually dog or cat fur especially if made in China as it is cheaper than
actually producing faux fur. Dogs and cats are skinned alive.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.
Sincerely,
Tessie Chua
chuat1242@yahoo.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Fur ban
Marianne <silver304@aol.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:47 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... %20of%20SF&search=cat&th=161109b3e7d259d6&siml=161109b3e7d259d6
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Please support the ban on fur
cbluffsgirl@cox.net <cbluffsgirl@cox.net>
Reply-To: cbluffsgirl@cox.net
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:44 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

Please stand up for the innocent lives who are treated so horribly by humans. No life should ever be treated the way
the fur trade industry treats millions of innocent lives. Not ONE life should suffer in this way. As humans we have a
choice, we know the difference between right and wrong. It is our job to protect this earth and its inhabitants and all life
forms. Please, please, please end this cruel madness.
The reason why I support the fur ban is because I've never been able to think that life is all about me, or humans. I
don't see other lives as anything less and no one should. When you look into any living souls eyes there is a being
there who feels and thinks. It is not up to humans to say who deserves to be treated right or wrong, or deserves to be
used, whose life is less valuable. We are not Gods. We are just caretakers of this beautiful Earth. From personal
experience, I'm 100% certain it matters. I know for a fact it matters. It's not acceptable in 2018 to go on causing so
much pain and suffering when we know better. When we understand what pain and suffering is.
Please think outside of your life and the life of your family and realize it's not just humans who share bonds and feel
unbearable suffering. I urge you to support this vital legislation, and I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Deborah Pospisal
20927 Greenview Rd. Council Bluffs, IA. 51503
Phone number: 712-308-2165
Email: cbluffsgirl@cox.net

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... 20of%20SF&search=cat&th=161109866dc225b8&siml=161109866dc225b8
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Please support the ban on fur
mary shabbott <mshabbott@sbcglobal.net>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:44 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
I have seen what happens to animals so that someone can wear their fur. I will never be able to forget nor want to.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support!
Mary Shabbott
10249 acorn trail Punta Gorda Florida 33950
817-733-0464
mshabbott@sbcglobal.net
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Please support the ban on fur
Caitlin Audet <cmarissa_8@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:28 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Audet, an animal lover

Sent with AquaMail for Android
http://www. aqua-mail. com
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SUBJECT: Please support a fur ban
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing in earnest to ask for your support of the proposed ban on fur sales in SF.
The havoc these products wreck on foxes, rabbits, minks, wild coyotes, and even dogs and
cats - is beyond extreme. Around 50 million animals a year are imprisoned and brutally
killed for no crime other than being born into fur coveted by human beings. There is no place
for this in 2018.
I am hopeful that San Francisco will join other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood
and Berkeley, in passing the ban and become the first major city in the world to take a stand
against the extreme violence of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,
Molly Flanagan
81 Glen Ave., Apt. 201
Oakland, CA 94611
510-301-5620
flamolly@gmail.com
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Please support the ban on fur
Cassie King <cassie@directactioneverywhere.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 3:41 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, Bay Area resident, requesting your support for the
proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am the proud guardian of a bunny name Jonah, who brings so much love and happiness into my life.
I cannot imagine him, or any other innocent animal, being abused the way the fur industry abuses its
victims. And yet, millions animals, including bunnies just like Jonah, are confined and killed every year
in the fur industry. Many of these animals are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go
insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed
to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
.and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I implore you to please support this vital legislation for the sake of animals just like Jonah and those
animals whom you hold dear to your heart. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cassie King
2248 Dwight Way Apt C, Berkeley CA 94704
(760) 707-8084
cking@berkeley.edu

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG ... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=16125664482f81c8&siml=16125664482f81c8
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Lisa Zorn
235 Berry Street #707
San Francisco, CA 94158
415-728-5062
lmz@alurnni.brown.edu

January 22, 2018
San Francisco Board of Supe:rvisors
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
To the San Francisco Board of Supe:rvisors,
I am writing to you as an 11-year resident of San Francisco to request your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products. In addition to living and working in San
Francisco, I am also a board member and volunteer for SaveABunny, a rabbit rescue that
operates in Mill Valley and works with shelters all over the Bay Area, including San
Francisco Animal Care and Control. SaveABunny volunteers provide love and medical
care for these rabbits before finding them homes throughout the Bay Area, including
many homes in San Francisco. I became involved in this rescue after adopting two house
rabbits myself over fifteen years ago.
As you likely know, rabbits are unique as they live in a grey area between pets and
"livestock." Many of us love them and live with them (free running, since they use
litterboxes) in our homes, and they are every bit as much our family as dogs and cats are
in other families. However, much of society still views rabbits as a commodity to be
exploited for meat and for fur. This latter fact, and the suffering that these intelligent,
social beings endure when they are exploited for their flesh or for skin, breaks my heart.
And getting to know and love house rabbits has opened my heart to other animals we
exploit for economic gain as well.
On behalf of the many rescued rabbits that I know and love, and alongside the many San
Francisco families who have adopted house rabbits, I implore you to support the fur ban
in San Francisco. I also ask that you include all fur pelts that are not apparel in your ban.
In this day and age, we do not need to exploit and kill animals for our household or
clothing needs.

;?~k
Lisa Zorn & family
San Francisco Resident, SaveABunny Board Member
and Volunteer
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Fwd: Letter to Board of Supervisors re: Fur Ban - Invitation to edit
Almira Tanner <almiratanner@gmail.com>
To: Compassionate Bay Letters <letters@compassionatebay.org>

Mon, Jan 22, 2018 at 4:08 PM

Here is the text
1/20/2018
To: The San Francisco Board of Supervisors or Whom it May Concern
From: Amy Sullivan,
resident of San Francisco since 1984 and special education teacher of SFUSD
3720 24th St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
Re: Proposed Fur ban in San Francisco

I would like to voice my strong support for Supervisor Katy Tang's proposed fur ban in San Francisco. In brief, these
are the following reasons that I, whole heartedly, support the ban:

1) Animals are not things or property and we have no moral right to take from them what is theirs. By doing so we also
cause them great distress and physical harm, end their lives pre-maturely and end their lives violently.
2) Based on my research I have learned that it is a widespread practice on fur farms for animals to be kept in over
crowded and filthy conditions and to suffer great emotional and mental harm. Someone's desire to sell fur or wear
their fur on their body has never been and never will be a justification for taking fur from animals in this violent
manner. I have also seen HORRIFYING videos of animals skinned alive and bloody at these farms. These animals
are typically given no anesthetic and are also often killed through anal or vaginal electrocution, gassing or having their
necks broken so as not to damage the fur that is being taken from them to be sold. This constitutes torture in my mind
and is completely unconscionable.
3) Animals in the fur trade have no Federal laws to protect them from cruelty by humans.
4) Many countries in Europe have already banned fur because it has become evident that businesses cannot maintain
animal welfare in captivity and still make a profit. The business of selling fur is not only cruel but it's also archaic. It
would be wonderful and in alignment with our identity as a progressive city, if San Francisco could be one of the fist
big cities in the United States to lead the way.
5) Many species used by fur are threatened or endangered.
6) As a city, we need to move towards greater compassion and caring towards all species ... not just humans. Think
about it. WE are animals too.
Let's make this happen. The animals are depending on us to use good moral judgement here. Thank you for your
time.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ...view=pt&msg=16120585871b109a&search=inbox&siml=16120585871b109a
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Sincerely,
Amy Sullivan
[Quoted text hidden]
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PLEASE BAN FUR PRODUCTS
Chaojian He <che5@mail.ccsf.edu>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 8:18 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated." (Gandhi)
we are human . human are smart and kindness. we can always find other way to make more money without killing
animals.
please support the vital legislation
Sincerely,
Chao jian he
2235 3rd st sf ca94107
4155138461
che5@mail.ccsf.edu
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Please vote YES on fur sale ban in SF
Tora Chung <truemango@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Mon, Jan 22, 2018 at 12:06 PM

Dear SF Board of Supervisors,
As a 40+ year resident of San Francisco, I fully support Supervisor Katy Tang's proposed ban of the sale of fur.
By taking this action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and
become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for your
support.

Thank you,
Tora Chung
San Francisco resident (94121)
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Please support the ban on fur in San Francisco!
Brian Nagai <nagaibk@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Mon, Jan 22, 2018 at 2:17 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors:
I am writing to encourage you to strongly support the ban on the sale fur products in San Francisco.
I have lived in San Francisco now for more than 20 years and am proud to live in such a
compassionate city.
The cruel treatment of non-human animals for the benefit of humans is one area where all cities could
do better. I believe San Francisco would solidify its position as a city of compassion and serve as an
example to all other large cities by enacting a ban on the sale of fur products. Not only is the fur
industry horrible for its cruel and violent mistreatment of non-human animals and disregard for other
sentient creatures with whom we share this planet, it is probably the most frivolous. Other cities like
Berkeley and West Hollywood have banned the sale of fur, and it would make me even more proud of
my city if we could be the first large city to do the same.
Please take a stand for compassion and nonviolence. Please support the ban on the sale of fur
products in San Francisco.
Sincerely,
Brian K. Nagai, MD
55 Robinhood Drive
San Francisco
(415) 806-5368
nagaibk@gmail.com
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Please support the ban on fur
Michele Ursino <micurs@foldier.com>
To: "letters@compassionatebay.org" <letters@compassionatebay.org>

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 8:40 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

Mahatma Gandhi once said, ''The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way in which its
animals are treated."
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood.and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.

Sincerely,

Michele Ursino
81 Lansing Street, Unit 202 SF, CA 94105
415-279-8514
micurs@foldier.com

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Please, please support the ban on fur
Shelley Costantini <shelleycostantini@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 10:49 PM

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
I volunteer at the SF Animal Care and Control and try to find homes for the beautiful bunnies, dogs
and cats. With the amount of care and love we give to these precious animals, I cannot imagine the
fear and absolute horror that the fur-trade inflicts on all of the unlucky animals they use for JACKETS.
We have so many other materials to wear!
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
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Shelley Costantini
81 Lansing Street, Unit 202 SF, CA 94105
415-336-3196
shelleycostantini@gmail.com

~il

Sent with Mailtrack

Shelley Costantini
Get gorgeous at Shelleyc.com
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Support Ban on Fur
Allison Broude Friedberg <allison.broude@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at 6:09 PM

SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
It is ridiculously inhumane to sell and/or wear fur. We have tons of alternatives. Thinking about my own
animals being confined to a crate for their lives in order to use their fur is absolutely disgusting. San
Franciscans, especially, do not need fur, as the weather does not drop below 50 degrees. As a native
San Franciscan, I would be honored to be part of a major city to ban fur.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Allison Broude Friedberg
2621 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94115
415-730-4121
A!lison.broude@gmail.com
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Allison Broude Friedberg
415.730.4121
www.smartstartsf.com
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Please Support the Ban of Fur
Hadar Aviram <hadar.aviram@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018 at4:23 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
We have two cats that we adore, with luxurious fur. We see no difference between them and the other
animals raised for fur--which looks so much more elegant on its original wearers. I am also a
shareholder in a vegan fashion company and these days there are so many excellent alternatives to
fur. It is a dated status symbol that signifies nothing beyond the wearer's complicity in cruelty.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
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Hadar Aviram
156 San Juan Ave., San Francisco, CA 94112
415-202-4383
hadar.aviram@gmail.com

California Correctional Crisis I Cheap on Crime
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Fwd: Please support the ban on fur.
Almira Tanner <almiratanner@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Sun, Jan 21, 2018at12:34 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tria Connell <triaconnell@me.com>
Date: 21January2018at11:32
Subject: Please support the ban on fur.
To: almiratanner@gmaiLcom

Hi Almira,
my friend Amy said you would be willing to print out letters to bring to to the meeting about baning fur.
Thank you so much for doing this, i'm out of town and can't make it to the meeting. but here's my
letter.
is it ok if give your email to others who want to write a letter? please let me know if you need help with
the cost of ink or paper. thank you,
Tria
SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
I live with rescued bunnies, and I volunteer for 2 different bunny rabbit rescues, and I have
seen up close the heartbreakingly awful way in which bunnies are kept to be used for fur ... .I
am also a Costume Designer and I have personally seen the jump in technology of FAKE FUR
fabric production, we DO NOT NEED to purposefully torture animals when we have a much
better alternative. I truly believe deeply that animals are not our property for us to do whatever
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG .... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=1611a6e25eb365fe&siml=1611a6e25eb365fe
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we choose with. All animals are living breathing creatures that feel pain, loneliness, despair,
and Love if given a chance.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
Please support this vital legislation. Animals just like our bunnies, dogs, and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Tria Connell
840 Hayes St. Apt #2, 94117
415 902 2193
Triaconnell@me.com

Until Every Animal Is Free
Almira Tanner, MSc, OT
Organizer, Direct Action Everywhere

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmG .... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=1611a6e25eb365fe&siml=1611a6e25eb365fe
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Please support the ban on fur
gchiapp@yahoo.com <gchiapp@yahoo.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Fri, Jan 19, 2018 at 2:52 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed 1to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.
I believe that it should be obvious to anyone who has researched the treatment of animals in the fur industry, that
these practices and indeed killing an animal for such an unnecessary reason is not what the citizens of San Francisco
nor of California should consider progressive, humane, or ethical. If we as a city and indeed as a species continue to
help aid this industry grow then San Francisco will only serve to blacken the smudge that has already been made on
history by the fur industry.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.
Sincerely,
Giulio Chiappolini
46 Lucas Park Drive

415-755-7573
gchiapp@yahoo.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGmGQ ... n.&view=pt&search=inbox&th=161109f4eecf72f9&siml=161109f4eecf72f9
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Please support the ban on fur
Sydney Wong <sydneymwong@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 2:34 PM

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I grew up in San Francisco and have always been proud that San Francisco has always stood up for
what's right, whether it be gay rights, civil rights, women's rights, the environment, undocumented
immigrants, helping the homeless, and just being the most inclusive city in our nation. Using animals
for cosmetic purposes such as fur is such a ridiculous and outdated practice.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your support for
the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who
are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and
minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In
order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally
electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products.
Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines.
And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the
proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty
and violence and become the first major city in the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur
industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and
I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=1612528c2a9ab6ec&siml=1612528c2a9ab6ec
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Sydney Wong

496 Urbano Drive San Francisco, CA 94127
510-542-1116
sydneymwong@gmail.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/8/?ui=2&ik=5417fd8fed&jsver=2WGm ... &view=pt&search=inbox&th=1612528c2a9ab6ec&siml=1612528c2a9ab6ec
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1649 Treat Ave
San Francisco, CA94110
January 21, 2018

SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur
Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting
your support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs
and cats, who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry.
I have witnessed the torment and the atrocities committed against these wild animals,
how they pace in their cages, then are drowned, or gassed to death, or have their necks
broken and are tossed into a bucket to writhe in pain. I have witnessed undercover
footage of these animals being anally electrocuted to burn the animal from the inside so
as not to harm their furry skin, or being skinned alive - all for fashion.
Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their
children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Trapping is indiscriminate, and dogs, cats, birds and other animals are caught, injured
and suffer horribly.
The time is right for San Francisco to join other progressive cities, such as West
Hollywood and Berkeley, to pass a ban on fur products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other
designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few
days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur.
By banning fur products, San Francisco will continue its history of protecting the most
vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to take
a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are
counting on us, and I am grateful for your support.
Sincerely,

Jociep}ti.n,e 11el1accolflJJ (signed)
Josephine Bellaccomo
1649 Treat Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
415-644-8032
jo@movethemessage.com
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Urging Support for the Proposed Ban on Fur
Christine Marr <marrwong@gmail.com>
To: letters@compassionatebay.org

Tue, Jan 23, 2018 at 9:11 PM

SUBJECT: PLEASE SUPPORT THE BAN ON FUR
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am a proud resident of the City and County of San Francisco and am writing to urge your support for the proposed
ban on the sale of fur products. San Francisco has repeated taken the lead on issues that only later become issues of
broader national concern.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats, who are confined and
killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives where they go insane from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these
animals are gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to
death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael
Ko rs, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the
nation of Norway committed to ending the production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue
its history of protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the world to
take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us, and I'm grateful for
your support.

Sincerely,

Christine Marr
496 Urbano Drive

marrwong@grnail.com

https://ma ii .goog le.com/ma il/u/8/? u i = 2&ik= 5417fd 8fed&jsver= 2WGm ... &view= pt&search = i nbox&th =16126944804 fed ba&s i ml= 16126944804fed ba
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To the San Francisco Board of SupeNisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and
cats, who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like
foxes, rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane
from boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are
gassed to death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are
trapped in the wild where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering
before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in
the world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on
us, and I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Rocky Chau
530 Larkin St. #105
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-571-0717
rnfchau@gmail.com

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals. like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
I'
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recentty prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the-most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concemed, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concemed with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
worid to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

l am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 miJlion animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action. San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or analty and vaginalty electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. ~imals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for. your support.
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Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

since~y.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
· Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes. are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion fines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
deC!th or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vita1 legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like eoyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Cox'*
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shotto death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wifl continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats.
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like fo~es,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

f urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supeivisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
l urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

t am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
· Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against.the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I, urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Holly\Nood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago. the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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cats are counting on us,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wor1d to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting ·on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
worid to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 milfion animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely, •
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lin~s. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wili continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion fines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and kilfed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 miUion animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry. ·

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry.· Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

· Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Address: q413
Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:?- '1"'2----J..Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animal~ just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
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I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire. lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering .before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: WIU.tltt4 JoNfS
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, inciuding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will cbntinue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley. have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion tines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in smaU cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name·
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have pass0d bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city fn the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and.cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion fines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion fines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry_ Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. Jn order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities. such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

ISif trlXXJ
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, ilicluding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from auelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name:~ Vv-M
Address: \'}..() ~ris~.,..._ \)I\""<..
Phone Number: 1 11 S-12..- 'i'tr\.Email: Ki:\-l~l\~\l. ~

cats are counting on us,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
·

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name·
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals,. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

S.~. (A\. 94\ OC\

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wilt continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. other animals, like coyotes. are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood.and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
proteding the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berketey, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals. like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they ar~
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

cats are counting on us,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are -gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci. Michael Kors, and .other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wm continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and beco~ the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wor1d to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisca Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats.
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals. like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincere~
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our· dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban.on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed evert year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its histort of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and
and I'm grateful for your support.

Since ely,

Q_.
Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

cats are counting on us,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,

who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur- industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concem_ed with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

J am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and.Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
deatfi·0r anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities. such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci. Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincere~IY~·-----:-;;------
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name: £:r.1\c-o
Address:
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Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over SO million animals, induding dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are sepa~ted from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West. Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just. like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. ln order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: \-\-\ ~ VJ'°" IC ~D
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Noiway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely.1 "
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
l am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. ln order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supe~isors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Noiway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from-cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

l am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed· bans on fur
products. Gucci,- Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for ¥Our support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci. Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful. resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
1am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and l'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, Including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire fives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the ·
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

SUB.JECT: Please SL.Jppo._rt ~he· ban on .fur
To the San Frandsco Board of Supervisors;

i ~m wr~_ing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco,. requesting your
support for the ..propa·sed bari on the sale of flit' products:
· ·
I am .conceme.dwith the cruel treatment of the over.so rnlllion animals, including dogs and ·cats1
·who are confined and ki.fled .every y·ear ttie tor industry. .Many of the$~ -animals, like fo~es,.
rabbits . and minks are J<.~pt in .small cages _fpr their entir~ ·lives where. they go Insane from_,
boreqom and ·sfres_s. In .order to prevent damage to their skins, .these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like ·coyotes, are Jr~pp.ed in. the wild
wher:e they are separated frdm their children-and. endure days of suffering P.efore they·.-are .
bludgeoned or shot .to de~th.

in

Other progre.ssive :Cities; such as West Hollywood· and Berkeley, have passed bans :on fur
products .. Gucci, Michael Kots, and other' desighers·have ·recently prohibited the use of fur-in
·their fa$h.idn lines·.- An_qjust. a
days _ago, the natibn of Nor.Way.committed ~o .endirig the
proqucti.on of-fUr, By tak_ing-.the··propqs~d actiqn, =san Fr~ncisco wili contim.ie ·its·.history of
protecting the most vulnerabl.e from cruelty and violence·and become the-first major city irt the
w.Orld to take ·a stand against the brutality of the fur_indusjry.
·

few

1.urg·e y.ou tq·supportthis vital legislatron. At:iimals just like our dogs and cats are·couhtfng ·bn us~
and. I'm _grateful for your -support"
··
·
Slncerely,
Name
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SUBJECT: Please support the. ban ori fur
To the $an FrancJsco Board of Supervisors,

I am'Writing to .you, as a concerned; yet hopeful •. re$.ident of Sci.n Franc1scp, reque$ting your
$U.pport for th.e. proposed ban on the. sale. of fur products.
I am .con.eerhed With the cruel treatment. of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats;
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept iii small cages for their entire· lives where they go insane from
borectom a_lid stress. In order.tq prevent d;:image fo theirsk.ins, these-a,nimals are g:;1ss.ed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes~ are trapped in the wild
where. they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering .b.efore. th.ey a:re
bludgeoned or shot to death.
·
Other progressi\te.cities, St1ch as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have pass~d. b.13.ns on fur
produCts.. Gucci, Michael Kors, arid otherdesigners_ have recently prohibited the use of fur fn
their fashion lines. And just.a tew da:ys- ago, the natfon of Norway committed t6 ending the
production of fu( By taking the proposed aclio.n, ·san Fra:ndsco will continue. ifa hiStory of
protecting Uie most vu Iner.able from cruelty and violence -a,nd become the. fin;;t major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fut industry.
·

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Anrrnals j1,1st like our dogs ~nd cafa are. counting on us,
<:.1nd Pm grateful for your support.

Sincerely;·~
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SUBJECT: Please support
th~ ban on.fur
.
.
To the S.an Frandsco Board of Supervisors,

J·a:m writing to ·you as a concerned., yet· hopefl.JI,_ resident- of San· Franci.sco,. req uestlng: your
support for the proposed :ban on the saie of fur products.

·

l am concerne:d with the. cruel treatment- of the -over 50 million animals; induding dogs and ca.ts~
who are confined arid killed ever)' year in the fur im:lustry._ Mc;iny of these animals, ..like foxes·,
r~bbits and minks are kept in small cag~s for their ehtire·liveswhere they g_o ·insane from.
bor~dohnmd $tress . . In order to prevent: damage,.to their skins·,_ these animals are· gas·sed to
death or anally and vagk1all.y electrocuted, Other animals, like coyotes, are· trapped i_rt the Wild
where they are separatecHrom th!3ir .ch[l_qren and e·ndure days of suffering tie.fore they are·
blLJdgeo_ned pr shot to death.

Other progressive. citjes, $u.!:h·as West Hoflyvv.ood and Berkeley, have. passed bans ·on fur
products. Gucci,, Michael Kors, and· other designers have 'recently prohibited the ·use ·Of.furin
their·.fashion llnes; And just a few days ago, th.e .n·atio11 -c)f Norway: co·mniitted to ending-ttJe·
~production of.fur,. By'takiryg (he proposed aGtion, ·sari. Francisco wiU ·continue .its history of
protecting tb.e most vufnerable from. cruelty and violence and become the first major city in' the
world to take a stand· against the brutality of the·fur industry:
·
I urge yo~ tp support thi~ vit~rtegis!ation. Ani.mals)ust like our dogs and: cats: are counting on us,
and. l!m grateful for your support.
·
·
Sincerely~
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SUBJECT: Plea,Se:SUpportfhe b<;!.n ori"fur
To the San Francisco BoardofSupetvisorE?,·

i am writing to yo.u· C!S a concerned, yet hopeful; resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the. ·proposed bar\ qnthe-S_ale of fur products.
·
1. am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 millidri animals,. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every yeadn the fur i_ndustry. Marly of these animals, lil~e foxes.
rabbits.and minks ar~ kept in: ?mall cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress .. In order to prevent damage· to their skins, ..these ·animals are gassed to
death· or anally arid vaginally electroc;:uted: Q.ther anim~ls·, li_ke·coyote$; are trapped in the wild
where·they are separated from ttieir children and endure days of suffering before they are
·
l:>fudgeoned or E?hotto death.
Other progressiye'citie.s, such as West Hollywood and BerkeJey; . have· passed bans ·on fur
produCts. Gucci; Michael Kors, and other designers· have rec?ntly prohi_bited the i.Jse' of fur it]
their fast)ion lines. And jl!Sl a few day~ ag¢, thenatio.n of Norway comm.itteqto. em;fing the
tfroduction of fur. By taking the propose.d action, s·an Francisco will continue ·its history· of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to tal<e a stand against the· brUtafity of.thefur industry.

I .urge yqu tq su.pporfthis vital legislation: Animafs just like our dogs and cats are counting ori' us,
·
·
and I'm grateful f6r your support
Sincerely,
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SUBJECT: Please support the ban on fur
To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruet treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley,. have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals. like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Noiway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: /
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against th ·brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital gislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your sup rt.
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Address:
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Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
·

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley. have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats.
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. tn order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned ·or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful. resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and.violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from

boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally a_nd vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are

bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive ctties such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
1

products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
·

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like ·our dogs and cats are counting on us,
·
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed 'ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other' progressive cities. such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.·

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Emait

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful far your support.
·

Sincerely,
Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the propose<;t ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
1 am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats.
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Frandsco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products. ·
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Fra·ncisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action. San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation. of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. fn order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes. are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By. taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us.
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors. and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful. resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals. including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci. Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where.they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed.action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Since~ely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million· animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In· order to prevent d~mage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fUr
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anafly and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm.grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.

Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm gratefl!I for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
. who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
ra~bits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their'fashion· lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they <;1re
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recenUy prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the_ nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
. '
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for .the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
bor~dom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other .animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the· nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages ~or their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge. you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the.use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:tJJ-~lte.-3~
Address: zt;0~ St:fl\
Phone Number: L\t c; 3l D~'"'SLPS
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first m.ajor city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
l urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals. are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely.

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. 1n order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

l·\()l Wb .\ [e.,,
Address: QL\ \ '?' 1-0~V\ ~e_ ::l:J 2-C.Jl'
Phone Number: 4 I ) _ (., 21. - 8''5 7_?.Name: 811

Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

t am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities. such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
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I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number.
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the natk>n of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wilt continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every· year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom ·and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and l'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or analty and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wUd
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Name:
Address:
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Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins. these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wiJI continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. ln order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progres~ive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: (V\ '"-C
Address:
Phone Number:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals. like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:L~1tci.( R#j~Ji~

Address: ~IPlt
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed .every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to. take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just. a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur.. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most wlnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I.am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
. death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, tike coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
· boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco wilJ continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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Sincerely.

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are ·confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they ate separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just Uke our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:J,~i.-~ 'Rab i'1 ~on
Address: 31l'i_
Phone Nu~~
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, rike foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
l am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and rm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: J?..L4, S~t.._-r.-Address: 5"0
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco. requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, ·San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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Address: l.04
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: Ni ccilf f\,fotttJllr,
Address: lllol o~h'ft1 dl
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in.
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

0

Name:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes.
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: ~\:>Vb't
Address: YZt
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supeivisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and viol.ence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:

l>.J\ l(r}ef

Address: ~1.1'>
Phone Number:
Email:
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the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

me: :S-~ovt,
Address: l ~ { i3
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
\
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wor1d to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become th.e first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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Address:
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on th~ sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

l urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wortd to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: Dt. . . . :1i:... Fe--t-'{
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Address: 81 & -, i.'t'tPhone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to· ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

c;lA.
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Address:
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Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: SCJY\AQ,
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Address: 1.l ~ 3
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:~,~..-,; f t)ll
Address:

'~111 ~1 5 Sc)

Phone Number.
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned. yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name· Zo. v , e;:-- 'U::.o~
Addre~s: ~~~ i \:>~c.t\ \-<e.tlt..,~t.. ... •"ill\._
c.._

Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful. resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

r urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely, / ;
Name: f.c\\lL- ~Ct\.~e.£"
Address: :,SQLt \ (9.J{ ~.\-.
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
·I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.
I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
wor1d to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just tike our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have receritly prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,

Name: ~V\ii\.
Address: q 4 l 1--l\
Phone Number:
Email:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals. like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely~
Name:
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale of fur products.

I am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.

I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.
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To the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you as a concerned, yet hopeful, resident of San Francisco, requesting your
support for the proposed ban on the sale o~ fur products.

1·am concerned with the cruel treatment of the over 50 million animals, including dogs and cats,
who are confined and killed every year in the fur industry. Many of these animals, like foxes,
rabbits and minks are kept in small cages for their entire lives where they go insane from
boredom and stress. In order to prevent damage to their skins, these animals are gassed to
death or anally and vaginally electrocuted. Other animals, like coyotes, are trapped in the wild
where they are separated from their children and endure days of suffering before they are
bludgeoned or shot to death.
Other progressive cities, such as West Hollywood and Berkeley, have passed bans on fur
products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers have recently prohibited the use of fur in
their fashion lines. And just a few days ago, the nation of Norway committed to ending the
production of fur. By taking the proposed action, San Francisco will continue its history of
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence and become the first major city in the
world to take a stand against the brutality of the fur industry.
I urge you to support this vital legislation. Animals just like our dogs and cats are counting on us,
and I'm grateful for your support.

Sincerely,
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Email:

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Carroll, John (BOS)
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 3:35 PM
Ronen, Hillary; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS)
'Calvillo, Angela (angela.calvillo@sfgov.org )'; (carolyn. goossen@sfgov.org); Lambright,
Koledon (BOS); Yu, Angelina (BOS); Summers, Ashley (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Post-Packet Comment Letters - Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee January 24, 2018

Good afternoon, Chair Ronen and members of the PSNS committee.
The office of the Clerk of the Board has received several comment letters from interested members of the public,
concerning agenda item nos. 3 and 4 on tomorrow's committee agenda. These letters were received after I prepared the
committee packets for tomorrow's meeting.
For your convenience in the committee room, I have linked these within the Legislative Research Center. They are also
available linked directly below:
Comment letters on File No. 171317 - Banning Sale of Animal Fur Products
Comment letters on File No. 170843 - Exploration of Good Food Purchasing Policy
I invite you to review the entirety of these matters on our Legislative Research Center by following the links below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 171317
Board of Supervisors File No. 170843
Thank you for your review.
John Carroll
Assistant Clerk

Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•
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Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors. CBOS)
Carroll. John CBOS)
FW: URGENT letter for the public record - tomorrow"s fur sales ban meeting
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 2:S2:58 PM
Fur ban letter to Board of Supervisors F.pdf
imaqe001.pnq

From: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 2:42 PM
To: BOS-Supervisors <bos-supervisors@sfgov.org>

Subject: FW: URGENT letter for the public record - tomorrow's fur sales ban meeting

From: Fleur Dawes [mailto:fleur@idausa.org]

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 2:01 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, {BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>

Subject: URGENT letter for the public record - tomorrow's fur sales ban meeting

Dear Board of Supervisors
Please find attached a statement from In Defense of Animals for the public record in
support of the fur sales ban being discussed tomorrow. In Defense of Animals is a
charity that was founded in the Bay Area over 30 years ago and represents over
250,000 members in advocating for animals, people and the environment.
Please confirm receipt.
Very best
Fleur Dawes
Communications Director
e: fleur@idausa.org s: fleur.dawes

IN DEFENSE

OF ANIMALS
In Defense of Animals
t: ( 415) 448-0048 ext. 222
c: (415) 879-6879
3010 Kerner ·Boulevard
San Rafael, CA
http:l/www.idausa.org
https:l/www.facebook.com(indefenseofanimals
https: I/twitter .com/IDAUSA

IN DEFENSE
F ANI ALS
January 23, 2018
San Francisco Board of Supeivisors
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244, San Francisco, CA 94102
San Francisco, CA 94102

RE: In Support of a Fur Sales Ban in San Francisco
Dear Supeivisors,
In Defense of Animals is an international animal protection nonprofit that has been
based in the Bay Area for over 30 years. We represent over 250,000 supporters, and
we urge you to ban cruel fur sales in San Francisco.
San Francisco is the home of the peace movement and is named after St. Francis of
Assisi, the patron saint of animals and the natural environment. The City should honor
its history and ongoing commitment to peace, animals, and the environment by
protecting the most vulnerable from cruelty and violence.
San Francisco is getting ready to make a very important decision this week: whether to
ban the sale of cruel fur products. Animals brutally maimed in savage traps and
suffering in torturous fur farms need your urgent support right now!
The fur industry confines and kills over 50 million animals every year, including dogs
and cats. Many of the animals, like foxes, rabbits, and minks are kept in small cages for
their entire lives, severely limiting their natural activities. They often go insane from
stress and boredom.
The brutal end to their lives often comes as they are gassed to death or anally and
vaginally electrocuted in order to prevent damage to their skins. Other animals, like
coyotes, are trapped in the wild where they are separated from their children and
endure days of suffering before they are bludgeoned or shot to death.
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01 O Kernen Blvd, San eafael, ff/A 9-4901 • 415.448.0048 • Tax Im 68-0008936 • www.iClausa.org
"

Not only is fur cruel and unnecessary, it is processed into garments using caustic and
often toxic chemicals such as formaldehyde and chromium 33, which are listed as
carcinogenic and hazardous to human health.
Given the inherent cruelty of fur, progressive cities such as West Hollywood and
Berkeley have passed bans on fur products. Gucci, Michael Kors, and other designers
have recently prohibited the use of fur in their fashion lines. And, just a few days ago,
the nation of Norway committed to ending its fur production, becoming the latest of a
dozen countries to pass similar restrictions.
Please do the right thing and pass this vital legislation. The animals are counting on us
to condemn cruel fur to the history books.
Sincerely,

Dr. Marilyn"1<roplick
President
In Defense of Animals
P.P. Fleur Dawes, Communications Director

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Summers, Ashley CBOS)
Carroll, John CBOS)
FW: Legislation re the sale of Fur in SF
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 9:17:27 AM

Hi John,
Can you please include Mark's email as part of the record for our Fur Ban Ordinance tomorrow at
PSNS? Thanks!

Ashley Summers
Legislative Aide
Office of Supervisor Katy Tang
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7460

www.sfbos.org/tang
From: Mark Pasternak [mailto:markdevilsgulchranch@gmail.com]

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:11 PM
To: Arvanitidis, Laurel {ECN) <laurel.arvanitidis@sfgov.org>; Summers, Ashley (BOS)

<ashley.summers@sfgov.org>; Tang, Katy (BOS) <katy.tang@sfgov.org>

Cc: info@cuesa.org; Sheila Barry <sbarry@ucanr.edu>; Stephanie Larson <slarson@ucanr.edu>; Rob
Bennaton <rbennaton@ucanr.edu>

Subject: Re: Legislation re the sale of Fur in SF

Laurel,
Thank you very much for your email, and thanks for the intro to Ashley Summers. I am aware
of the proposed ordinance and did send Supervisor Tang an email a few weeks ago.
While I do agree with Sec. lD.2. Findings and Purpose I would like to point out that it does not
at all apply to furs from animals raised humanely for their meat, such as sheep, goats, rabbits,
etc. In fact the complete use of the entire animal is more environmentally and ecologically
sound than not. We make every effort to use everything from the animals we raise: from the
manure for our vineyards to the pelts which are tanned for sale whole, and are made into
added value products by my wife which we sell at the Farmers Market; scarves, hats, gloves,
muffs, leg warmers, pillows, etc. This gives us another avenue of financial diversification to
help our small, local family farm survive. Please do not confuse the use of furs from humanely
raised meat animals with those from animals that are raised on factory fur farms.
Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the hearing on Wednesday, but would hope that
perhaps this email could be read.
·
Thanks,
Mark Pasternak
Devils Gulch Ranch

On Mon, Jan 22, 2018 at 6:40 PM, Arvanitidis, Laurel (ECN) <laurel.arvanitidis@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Hi Devils Gulch Ranch!
I work for the Office of Economic and Workforce Development at City Hall and am tasked
with supporting our local business community. In partnership with Sup Tang's Office, we
wanted to be sure that you were aware of a piece of legislation that is being heard on
Wednesday.
Sup Tang as introduced an ordinance to ban the sale of animal fur products in San
Francisco. Knowing that you sell some fur products at the Ferry Plaza Farmers Market we
wanted to be sure you were aware of this legislation. There are some exemptions which
may cover your products but I am not sure.
For that reason I wanted to put you in touch with Ashley from Sup Tang's office so you
could discuss. Here is a link to the legislation as well as the legislative digest for your
review.
Additionally, the item is scheduled to be heard at the Public Safety and Neighborhood
Services Committee at 1Oa on Wednesday in City Hall, Room 263. Here is a link to the
agenda.
Best,
Laurel
PS cc'ing CUESA in case you have any other vendors I'm not thinking of that sell these
sorts of products.
Laurel Arvanitidis
Director of Business Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-554-6471
Laurel .arvanitidis@sfgov.org
***Note -I will be on maternity leave 2/12/18-7/9/18***

Mark Pasternak
Devil's Gulch Ranch
www.DevilsGulchRanch.com

www.DGES.org
cell 707 953-0923
office 415 662-1099

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lindsay Larris <llarris@aldf.org>
Wednesday, January 17, 2018 7:28 PM
Tang, Katy (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS)
Carroll, John (BOS)
Banning Sale of Fur Products in San Francisco
ALDF Letter in Support of SF Fur Ban.pdf

Dear Supervisors Please see the attached letter in support of Supervisor Tang's ordinance banning the sale of
fur products in San Francisco, submitted on behalf of the Animal Legal Defense Fund.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Larris
Lindsay Larris I Acting Director, Legislative Affairs Program
Animal Legal Defense Fund I aldf.org
P 707.795.2533, ext 1051IC310.923.1465
LLarris@aldf.org
SIGN UP!
Action Alerts I Facebook I Twitter I YouTube J lnstagram I Causes
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525 East Cotati ~hcnuc
Cotmi. California 94931

January 17, 2018

T 7117.795.2533

Supervisor Katy Tang
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy
Supervisor Sandra Fewer
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Pl., Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Animal Legal
Defense Fund

I' 707.795.7280

RE: Banning Sale of Animal Fur Products (Tang)

Dear Supervisors of the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee:
I write on behalf of the Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) and our roughly 25,000 members and
supporters in California, approximately 1,000 of whom live in San Francisco County, in support of
Supervisor Tang's proposed ordinance to ban the sale of animal fur products. ALDF has been working
for nearly four decades to protect the lives and advance the interests of animals through the legal
system, including supporting similar bans in West Hollywood and Berkeley. We hope that San Francisco
continues its role as a leader of progressive legislative initiatives by becoming the third jurisdiction in the
United States to stand up to the cruel fur industry.
As a practical matter, there is simply no such thing as "humanely-raised" fur as all fur products are
derived from inherently cruel and wasteful production methods. Fur products are either from animals
raised on fur farms - places in which fur-bearing mammals bred solely for their fur, live in crammed,
unsanitary quarters, and die painful deaths (unregulated by any laws) that put preservation of pelts
above animal suffering. As such, slaughter methods such as poisoning, electrocution, and gassing, are
common practice in the fur industry. "Wild caught" fur is also the product of extreme suffering as this
fur is derived from animals caught in steel traps who die slow and painful deaths. Steel traps are so
barbaric, that the European Union, as well as many states (including California) ban the use of such traps
on public lands.
San Francisco has the legal authority to protect the welfare of animals within the county limits and
enacting this ordinance would certainly advance the interests of animals. Regulation and certification
cannot address the inherent cruelty of the fur industry, therefore, it is imperative that progressive
jurisdictions outlaw items that are the product of clear violations of animal welfare. Moreover, such
legislation is in line with promoting the progressive values that have been synonymous with San
Francisco for many years. I urge you to vote yes on this ordinance.
If I can answer any questions or be offurther assistance please don't hesitate to reach out at 707-7952533 ext. 1051 or LLarris@aldf.org.
Very truly yours,

Lindsay Larris, Esq.
Senior Attorney, Legislative Affairs Program

Winning the case against cruelty

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Barbara A. Garcia, Director, Department of Public Health
Ben Rosenfield, City Controller, Office of the Controller
Jose Cisneros, Treasurer, Office of the Treasurer & Tax Collector

FROM:

John Carroll, Assistant Clerk, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

December 19, 2017

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee has
received the following proposed legislation, introduced by Supervisor Tang on
December 12, 2017:
File No. 171317
Ordinance amending the Health Code to ban the sale in San Francisco of
animal fur products.
If you have any comments or reports to be included with the file, please forward them to
me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place,
San Francisco, CA 94102.

c:

Greg Wagner, Department of Public Health
Dr. Naveena Bobba, Department of Public Health
Sneha Patil, Department of Public Health
Todd Rydstrom, Office of the Controller
Amanda Kahn Fried, Office of the Treasurer & Tax Collector

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Regina Dick-Endrizzi, Director
Small Business Commission, City Hall, Room 448

FROM:

John Carroll, Assistant Clerk, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

December 19, 2017

SUBJECT:

REFERRAL FROM BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee has
received the following legislation, which is being referred to the Small Business
Commission for comment and recommendation. The Commission may provide any
response it deems appropriate within 12 days from the date of this referral.
File No. 171317
Ordinance amending the Health Code to ban the sale in San Francisco of animal
fur products.
Please return this cover sheet with the Commission's response to me at the Board of
Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA
94102.
****************************************************************************************************

RESPONSE FROM SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION - D a t e : - - - - - - No Comment
Recommendation Attached
Chairperson, Small Business Commission

RECEtVE£>

Print Form

12f12f1,es:~

Introduction Form

~

By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor

Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):
1. For reference to Committee.

[gJ

An ordinance, resolution, motion, or charter amendment.

D

2. Request for next printed agenda without reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

D

5. City Attorney request.

D
D

6. Call File No.

7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

D

8. Substitute Legislation File No.

inquires"

1.-------------.J from Committee.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

D

9. Request for Closed Session (attach written motion).

D

10. Board to Sit as A Committee of the Whole.

D

11. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
D Small Business Commission
D Youth Commission
D Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission

D

Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative
Sponsor(s):
!Katy Tang

Subject:
Health Code - Banning the Sale of Fur Apparel Products in San Francisco

The text is listed below or attached:

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor:

~~+--+--<I--~-+.,__~~~~~~~~~~~~

For Clerk's Use Only:
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